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Introduction
Meet the artist and find out 

about the project.
Angie created a leaflet which got sent out 
to residents. At the event she got to meet 
some of the residents and their children 
participated in a drop in workshop 
relating to the project.



Manor Cottage
Angie had meetings with The Green Estate 
and managed to secure Manor Cottage for 
the duration of the project, less than 3 
minutes walk from Slingsby. Manor 
Cottage was perfect for delivering creative 
workshops.



Creative Consultation
Angie invited residents to the cottages to discuss
their thoughts and feelings on the theme of
‘Home’ and to find out more about the project.



Creative Consultation



Creative Consultation



Creative Consultation



Creative Consultation



Postcard Response



Postcard Response



Artist’s Work
Angie’s work, created in response to Creative Consultation sessions



Artist’s Work



Ceramic Sessions

Angie created a flyer and did a leaflet drop inviting 
residents to participate in ceramic sessions, linking
with the project.



Ceramic Workshops



Artist’s Work

Samples to show residents



Artist’s Work



Green Estate Inspiration



Artist’s Work



Residents’ Gifts
Angie wanted to made the residents a gift to remind them of the project



Residents Gifts

Angie made every household a personalised tile as a keepsake



Wild Flower Seed Bombs

Angie created some wild flower seed bombs for residents to guerrilla gardening in their area



Residents’ Voting
Angie did a door knock on the estate, asking  
residents if they wanted a wall mounted
or freestanding sculpture on their estate?

Where they wanted the art work?
What ceramic effects were most popular?



Sample Tiles



Sample Tiles



Residents’ Voting

Residents liked most of the techniques and 
voted for wall mounted cups to be 
situated on a corner wall on the entrance to 
the estate.

The chosen space is in a prominent place and
If the work is displayed high it will deter 
vandalism and be less likely to be damaged.



Final  Design
Angie created a detailed design of the 
artwork to be approved by SYHA.



Final  Design

SYHA approved the design



Slab Building

Making the pieces commenced.



Adding Colour



Added Detail



Finished Pieces



Finished Pieces



Installation
Made to measure brackets were 
created so the artwork could be safely 
mounted.



Unveiling
Residents were invited to attend the unveiling 
of the art piece on their estate. 
The pieces was welcomed by residents and 
expressed positive comments.



Unveiling


